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Limoges School Innovations
ER IKA SPE EL

The term Limoges School paintings distinguishes enamels fused to copper bases with methods
that produce a distinctive type ofrepresentational art. This pictorial enamelling technique was
perfected by workshops ofLimoges, in central France, in the last decades ofthe 15 111 century.
The artwas at its height during the 16th century when a number of leading masters and their
associates produced a considerable quantity of outstanding figurative plaques and display
objects with painted enamels.
The Limoges School artists found new techniques and new qualities of enamels, which ditiered
from those of earlier goldsmithing and metalworking traditions. The innovations changed the
way ofshaping the copper bases; the way the meta! was prepared with a grounding and counterenamel; the way ofjuxtaposing and layering ofthe colours; and the way the pieces were fired.
The Limoges enamel artists were linked by their family connections as weil as by a shared
heritage of early training in the workshops ofthe leading masters. These circumstances resulted
in a homogeneity oftechnical and aesthetic principles that underlie the Limoges School pieces.
A similar range of enamel colours and repertoire of pictorial subjects served the whole
fraternity and this also contributed to an interwoven style. lt may be sum1ised that in the !arger
workshops there was a degree of special isation, and that pieces passed through more than one
pair of hands : to complete the initial coating of glass on meta! (the grounding and counterenamel); to add the border decorations; and to create the chief pictorial subjects.
The early work took the form offlat plaques showing religious subjects. For these, fine blue
and other translucent colours dominated the compositions. The translucent grounds and
juxtaposed colours resulted in an undulating surface finish with many cross-reflections. The
brilliance ofthe colours was often increased by reflective paillons and the pictures were also
heightened with touches of gilding. The flesh tints of the figures at this period were by
convention shown with dense white shaded with purple, contrasting against the translucent
areas. The enamels could be used to simulate inset gemstones for haloes, hems of robes, and
borders.
From about 1525 the grisaille method superseded the earlier style and was especially
convincing in showing multi-figurative narrative pictures. The figures were drawn with
naturalistic poses, while for flesh tints there was a change to a warm-toned, pale reddish
overglaze wash. These pictures were in monochrome over an opaque ground, and surface
colour could be added. Directly over the grisaille the coloured enamels fused with muted or
opaque effects, but paillons were used for full translucency. The use of gilding was continued
to add fine details as weil as lettering.
When, by the mid-I6th century, the outputalso included the making of enamelled standing
objects such as stemmed bowls, dishes and plates, fine ornamentation was needed on both the
outer and inner surfaces. The painters' subjects continued tobe drawn from biblical history
but now also included many scenes from classical mythology. A few leading artists painted
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individualised portraits. By the 1580s there was a retum to the use ofbright colours over paillons,
to give a rich appearance for small objects. The 17th ce11tury saw a restricted continuation of
Limoges School methods, which were superseded more and more by the smaller and technically
different overglaze styles. A few descendants ofthe old enamelli11g families continued some
ofthe Limoges School traditions into the 18th century, and probably into the 19th. However,
direct co11tinuity appears to have been lost by the time ofthe revival ofthe Limoges work in
the 19th century, thus the 16 111 century processes had tobe rediscovered.
We can summarise various ofthe tech11ica1 procedures :

The copper bases
The Limoges School enamels were based on thin sheet copper. The meta! was usually in the
range ofabout 0.790-0.635 mm (0 .030 to 0.025 ins.) equivale11t to gauge 20 to 22 on the B
& S sheet meta! gauge.
The technical success depended 011 the correct shaping of the copper bases and the coating
ofthe meta! with enamel on the top a11d reverse sides for the first firing . This gave the initial
layers ofthe grounding and the cou11ter-enamel. By coating both sides with a similar quality
and depth of enamel the stress between meta! and fused glaze was equalised. This reduced
the tendency for the meta! to warp, which would otherwise distort the base and also Iead to
an uneven a11d flawed e11amel coating.
Flat, straight-sided copper sections with sharp corners are mostvulnerable to warping with
firing. This was minimised by shaping the meta! by hammering to give a shallow dorning for
the top surface, usually flattening towards the central pictorial area. Corners were rounded
offby filing or cutting. The edges ofstraight-sided blanks were turned down, leavinga narrow
rim to hold the counter-e11amel and to avoid contact between the glaze and the firi11g support.
The most detailed pictures, which required ma11y stages offiring, were applied to reetangular
plaques. With this treatment the artists concentrated 011 the top surface to perfect the pictorial
work. The counter-enamel served only as the equalising coating, and was unseen when such
a piecewas mou11ted. Consequently the counter-enamel ofplaques shows uneven depth of
glaze, voids, blisters, stress cracks, discoloration and marks left by the firing stilts.
Objects with curved contours, especially domed forms, are less subject to stress due to
enamelling than reetangular and a11gled shapes. The standing dishes and display objects were
therefore shaped accordingly. For !arger plates the central areas were slightly dorned for additional strength. The borders ofthe dishes usually consisted ofnarrow integral sloping bands
(cavetos), before broadening out into morehorizontal co11tours. The extreme meta! edge was
rolled over to give a neat rounded rim and mask the copper base. The central area was the most
importa11t visually, and it also received the most even heat during firing, ensuring that colour
effects were weil controlled. The wide border had a running pattern of strapwork or stylised
figurines for which slight variations of tint or distortion of outline were unnoticeable. The
cavetos, where the glaze was more subject to slightflow, had simple arabesque patterns over
a darkor white grounding. For such doubly ornamented pieces, the enamel layers were kept
flat, with little impasto and completed with the minimum number of firings . With these
adaptatio11s, pieces up to 55 cms (about 22 ins.) in diameter could be finely ornamented on both
sides.
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To avoid the use of solder, which can bubble up or emit gases during the firing, bandies of ewers
and dishes were attached by using tabs and slots. Shaped objects such as candlesticks and
ovoid ewers were made by joining components by Stretching the lower end of a section into
a narrow collar into which the second partwas pushed. The whole object was then coated with
enamel. Over the joins the patterning was of scrollwork to blend over any stretch marks .

The Enamels
The enamels are glasses which can melt at temperatures compatible with some ofthe metals.
The different qualities of enamels are made to suit various applications and to produce a range
offirre hues. For art enamelling these range from clear, or translucent colours to those which
fuse to give fully opaque glazes over meta!. Translucent enamels allow the underlying base
to show through. Clarity and strength ofhue oftranslucents are affected by the depth ofthe
glaze and the reflectivity ofthe underlying base. Due to their different compositions not all
qualities of enamel can be successfully superimposed over each other.
The basis for all the enamels is a colourfree, clear glass fondant, often referred to as flux . Flux
can also be used in its own right as an underglaze or overglaze coating.
Each colour and shade of enamel requires its own recipe and correct smelting conditions to
suit the ingredients. The recipe for the flux is not constant but is adjusted to obtain specific
colours and qualities of enamel. The colouring agents are chiefly derived from meta! oxides
but other minerals, in very specific amounts, must also be smelted into the mass to produce
the necessary hues, clarity or opacity and appropriate fusing qualities. Some meta! oxides can
produce more than one colour, while certain hues need more than one pigmenting agent.
Modern enamels have consistent properlies as they are made with more controlled ingredients
than could be obtained in earlier centmies when naturally occurring impurities affected the
colour matehing of different batches.
In manufacture the raw ingredients are smelted together at greater heat and for Ionger periods
than suit the enamelling processes in the studios. Once the batch is fused to the correct point,
the smelted glass is poured trom the crucible onto a steel plate to cool in flat cakes, then broken
into lumps. Alternatively the glass is discharged into cold water to break up immediately into
rough chunks (frit). Smoothly surfaced lumps from the broken cakes willlast indefinitely.
Parcels of enamels, effectively part of a workshop's wealth, were inherited by the descendants,
together with the tools and the master's working instructions. This factor may affect precise
dating of pieces as the materials can sometimes considerably predate the making ofthe artwork.
For enamelling on meta! the selected qualities are applied over the base in powdered form, as
thin layers. Additional depth and colour modulations are produced with further applications.
The powdered enamels are melted by bringing the whole workpiece briefly to red heat, so that
the layer fuses to give a permanent coating over the underlying surface.
In the studio trial plates, or registers, were always made to determine the colours and
comparative fusibility of each batch of enamel. In modern terminology the art enamels are
classed as in the medium temperature, medium expansion range. These qualities fuse at
temperatures between 760 to 850° Centigrade (1400-15620° Fahrenheit), with the firing
chamber glowing at bright cherry red to orange red . The grounding layer and the counterenamel coating should fuse at the top end of the temperature range and have the highest
expansion. This atfects the way in which the grounding spreads to smoothly coat the whole
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meta I surface and ensures that superimposed layers do not sink down during the re-firing . Exact
temperatures arenot as important as the timing for each firing, thus ifthe furnace chamber is
at a high er degree of heat then the firing is shorter.

Grounding
The grounding had tobe prepared for the superimposed pictorial work with at least two separate layers of suitable high fusing enamel to give a smooth surface.
For the early work the grounding was usually translucent. The procedure appears to have been
to structure the design by first scribing lines into the cleaned copper, then overlaying these
guidelines with a dark enamel, either under or over the grounding . Such outlines could be
applied with slight impasto, to serve as low, dark barriers between the different colours ofthe
picture. Against the translucent grounds the figures, in contrasring treatment with opaque
enamel, produce the visual illusion of being poised above the flatter picture surface.
For the grisaille work, the picture was applied over a Venetian white grounding. This dense
white tended to fuse with greenish discolouration due to chemical reaction if applied directly
over copper. This was overcome by starting with an initial buffer layer offlux under the white
coating. The next stagewas to lay broad outlines or si lhouetted areas with darkor black enamel
to give the necessary contrasts for the superimposed grisaille work.
To obtain fully translucent effects over the darkor opaque grounding, cut-to-shape paillons
were burnished onto the fused surface, to act as reflectors for the superimposed glaze.

Colours
The Limoges artists had a palette oftranslucent enamels, which included light and dark blue,
green, amber, brown and purple. A bright turquoise was available with variable opacity
according to the grounding and firing temperature. Translucent red, which was one ofthe most
esteemed enamels for goldsmiths' work, had special firing needs, and was therefore only rarely
used for Limoges School pictures. A yellow was used in a few pieces.
Very dark glazes, giving near black or true black effects, were obtained by mixing dark
translucents, such as brown, purple and blue.
An opaque red was employed to depict blood in scenes ofmartyrdom. This red was obtained
from iron oxide, applied thickly and fusing with a low gloss. Iron red was the basis for the
pigment used for overglazing offlesh areas in grisaille work. Forthis application the tints were
produced in several strengths, from pale orange pink to a terra cotta or bistre colour, to be
applied as a very finefilm or ' wash' fused over the grisaille surface.

Grisaille
Grisaille white was fundamental for the Limoges School work. The exact recipes were kept secret
to the Limoges fratemity and were rediscovered after considerable research by the 19th century
revivors of the methods.
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This white was more or less opaque according to the thinness of application over a dark
grounding . The grisaille white is made up into a paste by being ground with an essential oil,
mixed to varying viscosity according to the needs of each stage of work . The paste is applied
in several thin layers, with the dark grounding left uncovered where outlines are to show. While
the paste is still slightly moist, excess is removed progressively where the shadow effects are
to show and scratched away for dark lines. For the highlights a minimally thicker coating is
laid. For imperceptible gradations from light to dark, the white is feathered with a needle. This
delicate sgraffito-style work, using scribers and needles , is known by the French term of
entevage a t'aiguille.
The aim ofthe grisaille work was to give an illusion oflow reliefby emphasising the modelling.
The convention was to showlight falling on the picture as iffrom a single source, coming from
a point at the top and slightly left of centre of the picture. In this manner, the highlights were
indicated where they would occur in nature- at the prominence of the brow, the nose, the lower
lip, the top eyelids , the eyeballs, the knots of the muscles and knuckles of the hand. With
impasto effects a slight flow direction could be induced in the final firing stage, while the glaze
was still molten. A conjecture therefore isthat a minimal tilt was given at this stage to induce
all the highlight areas to align in the desired way.
The depth of grisaille white was important and if the fired effect was imperfect any excess had
tobe abraded (stoned) off. This left the surface of the glaze with an open-pored, matt effect,
needing retouching and refiring. This could result in some unevenness oftexture in the finished
p1ece.

Preparation of enamels for application
The lump enamel requires powdering, with each colour separately prepared to a particular degree
of fineness . The grinding is done with a mortar and pestle of porphyry or agate, or similar hard
material. The fineness of the powder intluences the method of laying the enamel and affects the
fused results. Opaque enamels are finely ground, to give dense cover and a high gloss. For
grisaille white the powder is even more finely ground, to enable the delicate modelling of the
material. Translucent colours usually hold their tint best if not too finely powdered.
To lay enamel, the powdered material is mixed with a little water, and is used in this state as
a paste. A little gum is added to the paste to give hold for raised shapes and for the counterenamel. After laying, while still semi-dry, the paste is blotted and pressed down with a Iinen
pad to compact the material and squeeze out trapped air pockets. For the entevage method the
grisaille white is mixed to a paste with a little medium, usually a slow drying essential oil.
The tools for laying the grounding and colours are small spatulas, spoon-shaped tools and
quills. Engravers' needles and points are used for the entevage work. Brush painting is usually
confined to the final stages to apply surface tone and gilding.

Firing
Each piece of enamelwork is fired individually with the temperature and timing ratio adjusted
to suit the working stage and range of colours. During the firing the aim is to ensure that each
colour fuses to a smooth glaze, without loosing its tint and without undue flowing or spreading
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while molten. However, a slight flow ofthe enamels is needed to meld adjacent areas of colour
harmoniously together and to give the smooth transitions needed for the grisaille effects.
The process is to give the Iongest or hottest firing for the earliest stages. Lesser heat or shorter
firings are needed subsequently. The harder enamels ifLmder-fired may remain a little granular.
The relatively low-firing enamels can loose tint if over-fired. Therefore only those colours with
very similar fusing points are applied for any one firing. Each layer is kept thin, as a thick
application creates stress, causing cracks to fonn du ring the cooling of the work .
To prepare for firing the workpiece is placed on a suitable support and is fully dried and weil
warmed to prevent sudden expans ion when inserted into the hot fumace.
The enamelling furnace has an integral or removable muffle. This spreads the heat evenly over
the workpiece and prevents contact ofthe glazed surface with open flames, with sooty particles
or draughts. Large objects require to be rotated mid-way during the firing for even heating.
Slow cooling after firing is necessary to reduce the risk of cracks forming in the glaze.
To fuse the enamel the whole object is brought brietly to red heat. For pieces of about 15 cm.
wide, at about 830°C ( 1530°F), the duration of each firing may be less than two minutes in
the hot muffle. A little Ionger may be needed for !arger objects and correspondingly shorter
periods are necessary for small plaques. lnstead ofsuch a ' short sharp' firing, ename ls may
be fused at somewhat lesser heat to fom1 a glaze, thus needing a correspondinlgly prolonged
period in the furnace. The procedure employed by the Renaissance artists, at least for the early
stages ofthe work and the grisaille effects, was most probably that offirst very slowly bringing
the workpiece almost up to full firing heat in a secondary furnace and then completing the full
firing slowly at the lowest effective temperature.
Timing for firing of art enamelwork is by eye and the workpiece is withdrawn from the muffle
as soon as the glaze is seentobe sufficiently fused. Because ofthe speed offiring, even a few
seconds too long at full heat can be detrimental. On being placed in the hot muftle and reaching
red heat, any previously fused layers re-melt. The top layer ofunfused powdered enamel first
begins to Iook dark and very granular, then every grainbegins toslump and spreads out slightly.
This first produces a surface with a dimpled or orange-peel appearance, and with a few more
seconds in the furnace this forms a continuous, shiny glaze. In the fusing the enamel will stay
aligned with the meta I even on steeply raised and downward facing surfaces. However, with
over long firing there is some downward drag. Gross over-firing results in the enamel pulling
inwards from the meta! edges, especially at corners and edges and where the glaze isthin it
will leave bare patches often with a dark, rough ridge of burned enamel.

Paillons
Pieces of gold or silver fo il or sil ver leaf(much thinner than foil) generally known as paillons
featured in much of the Limoges work. The precious meta! foi ls were appl ied as bright
underlays for translucent enamels to increase brilliance.
To produce effects ofcabochon gemstones, sma ll paillons were punched from the meta! sheet
and slightly domed. The enamel was laid high over these plaquettes to fuse with beaded
effects. In this way simulated emeralds, sapphires and rubies were made with translucent
green , blue and red enamels.
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To give brilliance for the robes ofthe foreground figures and small details, the paillons were cut
out to shape and were bumished over the appropriate area ofthe picture. Some outlines could
be painted over before the paillon was coated with enamel. Silver paillons were used for
brilliance under translucent blue, green, turquoise or purple. Over silver translucent red fuses
with an amber or cloudy tint. For ruby red and other wann toned colours gold paillons were
needed.

Flesh tones
The early Limoges paintings showed figures with purplish flesh tones. These had a very
austere effect and strong cantrast with the sumptuous hues and gilding employed for the
draperies and backgrounds of the pictures.
For the tinted grisaille pictures the aim was to show more life-Iike skin tones. An iron red
pigmentwas used for these effects as an overglaze. Such an overglaze is fusible, but is not
a glass because the pigment is not sme lted into the flux during manufacture. The overglaze
does not add a perceptible layer to the surface, but fuses into it. Due to a different coefficient
of expansion to the enamels, the overglaze does not flow out with firing in the same manner
as the underlying enamel surface. This tends to drag the non-flowing overglaze, especially
on !arger surfaces. Once pulled apart due to this, the overglaze cannot meld back completely,
in the manner of glass enamels, and this may leave hairline marks .
Forthin overglazing the iron red has tobe very finely powdered until there is no granularity,
otherwise speckling occurs . The powder is mixed with pure water and is applied either with
a pointillist method, or, in the more usual Limoges manner, as a thin wash . To reduce the need
for an extra firing to modulate the tint, the overglaze could be swept over the surface to leave
a stronger deposit at the outer edges. Leonard Limosin applied such toning for his grisaille
narrative pictures.
fn his idealised portraits with enamels, Leonard Limos in introduced a complex method for flesh
tints, varying from high-key tones for women 's faces to stronger tones with darker shadows for
men's profiles. The shadows for such portraits were ofsubtly gradated tones, produced with
combinations offinely powdered colourless and white enamel ground with a littl e dark blue or
black. The mixturewas then applied as delicately as possible with the grains dispersed to blend
imperceptibly into the highlights. A little ofthe flesh tone could then be added.

Gilding
The use of surface gold, or gilding, was an important addition for many ofthe Limoges pictures.
For fine lining and delicate touches golddustwas mixed with a medium suchasspike oi l of
lavender. This 'liquid gold' was suitable for brush application as an overglaze. The gold layer
did not flow and could give precision to out! in es, folds for draperies, haloes for saints, emblems
and arabesques, or lettering. For broader areas, such as the robes offigures, the gold leaf could
be applied and scribed into pattems. The gilding touches were fixed to the enamel surface with
gentle re-firing.
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The later overglaze methods
For the 16th century work only the iron red pigment and gilding featuredas overglazes. This
changed in the 17th century when small-scaled pictures were made with a wide range ofnewly
introduced overglaze colours that could be fused over plain white enamel grounds. These
methods were restricted tosmall pieces and lacked the rich and brilliant hues ofthe layered
glass enamel techniques. The overglaze pictures were technically easier to apply and fire,
while the painting style could give pictures with good outlines and colour contrasts. The fused
surface of the overglazes was matt or at best with a semi-gloss. For greater brilliance and
durability a method of coating or 'crowning' such pictures with clear enamel was brought in
by the 18th century.
The overglaze methods thus replaced the more difficult and skilful Limoges School techniques,
which, lacking patronage, fell into to virtual obscurity. In the 19th century, the developing
interest in collecting the extraordinary artwork ofthe past brought impetus to the recreation
ofwork in the old manner and to the revival ofthe Limoges School enamels.

Fig. 1: Centre plaque from a triptych attributed to Nardon Penicaud, ab out 1510. The figures
with purplish flesh tones are shown against brilliant translucent background colours. The robes
ofthe standing figures are shown with simulated gemstones and gilding. British Museum .
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Fig. 2: Profileportrait of King Francis ofFrance, painted by Leonard Limos in, I 550. The flesh
tints are carefull y gradated . Victori a and Albert Museum.

Fig. 3: Large plate with multi-fi gural scenes from classical mythology, in tinted grisaille, and
coloured enamels. Mid-I6th century.
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